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In this paper the estimation of certain parameters of the extreme order statistics of stationary observations 
is considered in a general framework. These parameters are resulted from dependence, and hence their 
inference is substantially different from similar considerations in the i.i.d. context. Variants of estimators 
that are functionals of the empirical ‘cluster size’ distribution are proposed, and such properties as 
consistency and asymptotic normality are studied. Special emphasis is given to estimating the extremal 
index. 
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1. Introduction 
If {tj} is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, the well-known Theorem of Types 
(cf. Gnedenko, 1943; de Haan, 1970) states that if there exist constants a,, b, and 
a nondegenerate distribution function G such that 
P[M,,~a,x+b,]5 G(x), as n-too, (1.1) 
then G must be one of the three extreme value distributions, where M, = max,,iGn 4 
and +w denotes weak convergence. Moreover in this case, 
k-l 
~[Mrz,k~W+hl 1 G(x) C (-log G(x))‘/i!, as n+co, 
i=O 
for each k Z 2, where M,,k = kth maximum of 5,) &, . . . , 6” ( Mn,l = M,). This limit 
theorem provides important guidelines for modeling extremes of i.i.d. observations 
(cf. Gumbel, 1958; Pickands, 1975; Smith, 1987; Weissman, 1978). 
If (5,) is a dependent stationary sequence, then the indices where extreme values 
occur cluster and the situation is rather different. This can be observed from the 
plot in Fig. 1 which is a realization of 6 = CT=, iZj_i, 1 c j < 500, where the 2, are 
i.i.d. with a folded Cauchy distribution. One can see that the points corresponding 
to large values of the tj form vertical ‘strings’, signifying the clustering. In contrast 
it is well-known that such a plot for an i.i.d. sequence will show characteristics of 
a Poisson process. 
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We now give a crude description of the extremal theory for dependent sequences 
and refer the reader to relevant papers in the literature for details. Suppose {5,} 
satisfies a suitable mixing condition (e.g. the strong mixing condition in Loynes, 
1965; the D(u,) condition in Leadbetter, 1974; etc.), that (1.1) holds for the i.i.d. 
sequence having the same marginal distribution, and that P[ M,, G a,x + b,] conver- 
ges weakly to some distribution H. Then necessarily H(x) = G’(x) where 8, called 
the extremal index of {&}, is a number in [0, l] (cf. Leadbetter, 1983; and Section 
4). If, furthermore, P[M,,, G a,x+ b,] converges weakly for some k2 2, then for 
Isrn<k, 
P[M,,, s a,,~+ b,] 4 G"(x) C mp’ (-log G(X))’ “f’ r*i(j) 
i! 
, asn+co, 
i=o j=i 
for some nonnegative constants rr( l), . . . , r( m - 1) such that 0 G C,“=i’ rr( j) G 1, 
where 
r*i( j) = 1 0, j < i, c djl). . . r(ji), j 3 i, 
with the summation taken over the set of (j, , . . . ,ji) satisfying j, +. . . +j, = j. See 
Hsing (1988). Thus the asymptotic distribution of M,,, depends only on the marginal 
distribution of {t,}, and the parameters 0, v(l), . . . , n(m). 
In this paper we study some asymptotics of estimating 0, the rr(j)‘s, and related 
quantities. At first sight, the problems of estimating 0 and estimating the r(j)‘s 
may not seem so closely related. However, they have a common ground which may 
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be seen from the following facts (cf. Leadbetter, 1983; Hsing, 1988): Under the 
assumptions of the previous paragraph, if {r,} is a sequence of constants tending 
to infinity at a ‘balanced’ speed, then 
( 
f-,8 r,> 
~‘=lirn 8 1 I(&>aHx+b,,) 1 I(&>a,x+b,)>O , 
n-w ,=I r=l > 
r#P r,, 
C I(&>a,,x+b,)=j C 1(&>a,x+b,)>O , r=l I=1 1 
where I(. ) is the indicator function, and x is any point in the support of G. Thus 
if one writes 
f->z r,, 
v,(j)=P C Z(cfi>a,,x+b,,)=j C I(b>a,x+b,)>O , ,=I ,=I 1 
then 
O-‘=lim T jnn(j) and r(j)=,li_ir,(j). 
n+mj=, 
Thus, roughly speaking, r is the probability mass function of the number of points 
in a cluster of extreme values and 0-l is the expectation with respect to rr. Suppose 
now a sample of size n is available and we wish to estimate 0 and r(j). Then the 
obvious thing to do is to select r and divide the sample into [n/r] blocks. Then 
select a high level ~1 and focus on those blocks that have exceedances. The proportion 
of those blocks with j exceedances estimates r(j) and the average number of 
exceedances in the blocks estimates 0. The important issues are how r and v should 
vary with n and how one can choose r and 2, optimally for a given sample. In this 
paper we will only deal with the first problem and remark on what’s involved in 
the second problem which requires further research. 
With the above explanation in mind, we start by describing the notations and 
assumptions. Let { 5,) be a stationary sequence of random variables, and {k,} and 
{r,,} be sequences of positive integers satisfying 
k,+a, k,,r,, s n and knrn - n as n-+co. 
For a sequence of real numbers {v,}, define 
gr,, 
yni(vn) ‘= C 1(5,>u,,), l~i~k,, 
j=(i-l)r,,+l 
(1.2) 
and 
r,(j; Q):= P[Y,,(u,)=jl Yn~(un)>Ol, jk 1. 
The problem of interest has to do with estimating 
? T(j)r,(j; u,)= g(T(Y,i(u,))I Y,l(u,)>O) 
j=l 
(1.3) 
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for large n, where T is a function supported on {1,2,3,. . .}. The estimators 
of C,“=, T( j)n,( j; v,) whose asymptotics we consider are versions of 
I,?==, T(j)G,(j; u,), where 7;,(*; u,), the empirical conditional distribution of 
Y,,,(v,), is defined by 
7;,(j; u,):= ; I(Y,,(u,)=j) 
I 
2 I(Y,,(u,)>O). (1.4) 
i=l ,=I 
It is clear that in order to have consistency in this context, it is necessary that the 
expected number of clusters 
8 ; I(Y,,(u,)>O) ( =k,P[Y”,(u,)>O] i=l > 
should tend to ~0. Throughout this paper we will be working with a sequence c, 
which tends to infinity and which basically represents the order of magnitude of 
this expectation. Our study is done under suitable conditions on P[ Y,,,(v,) > 01, 
the moments of T( Y,,,(u,)), and the dependence rate of {tj}. We shall not assume 
any specific known mixing condition. Instead restrictions will be placed on the 
mixing coefficient Pn (1; v,) defined by 
&(l; v,):=sup{]P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I: AE Sf(v,,), 
BEG:+,, lsk~n-I}, l~l~n-1, (1.5) 
where S{( v,) := q{( & s u,): 1 < k s j}. Mixing conditions of other forms may very 
well be used. However, we believe that for the problem at hand no one approach 
is optimal. The approach that we take has the advantage of being simple and yet 
reasonably general. Also, it is closely related to the mixing conditions used in some 
recent papers on extreme order statistics (cf. Hsing, 1988; Hsing, Hiisler and 
Leadbetter, 1988). The assumptions and notations in (1.2)-(1.5) will be used 
throughout this paper without repeated reference. Also all the u,‘s in the various 
quantities will be suppressed whenever there is no danger of ambiguity. Finally all 
limits are obtained by letting n tend to infinity. +’ denotes convergence in probabil- 
ity, +a.r. denotes almost sure convergnece, and +“’ denotes weak convergence of 
probability measures. 
The structure of this paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we study the weak 
consistency of the estimators described in the previous paragraph in a general 
framework. Under some extra but still fairly weak conditions, Section 3 shows that 
even strong consistency is possible. Section 4 applies the results in Section 2 and 
Section 3 to estimating the extremal index and also studies the asymptotic distribution 
of the estimators. It should be pointed out that this papers is the first attempt to 
understand the problem of estimating the extremal index and related parameters. 
Indeed, not all aspects of the problem are considered. Some open problems are 
addressed in the end of Section 4. 
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2. Weak consistency 
In this section, we establish some basic weak consistency results. The conditions 
under which the results are proved may seem cumbersome and stringent at first 
sight. However, we shall indicate at various places how they can be simplified. 
Moreover, when we specialize to the context of estimating the extremal index in 
Section 4, the purpose of these conditions will become obvious. 
As outlined in the introduction, v,, is a (high) level, r,, is block size, k,, is the 
number of blocks, and c, is roughly the order of magnitude of k,,P[M,m > v,]. 
Whenever possible, we write Yni for Yni(u,,). 
First we prove a weak law of large numbers which will be useful throughout this 
paper. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (Y > 0 be a constant. Supposefor the sequences {r,,}, {II,,} and {c,}, 
(a) k&,(r,; ~)-+0, 
(b) ~8/T(Y,,)lI(IT(Y.,)l>c,)~O, 
n 
Cc) 5 8T*(Y,,)~(IT(Y,,)I~cT:)-,O. 
n 
Then 12;” IF:, ( T( Y,,) - ET( Y,,)) +’ 0. 
Proof. Since 
cC* ? (T(Ynt)-gT(Yni)) 
i=l 
--a ; (T(Y,,)-8T(Y,,))-ec,” = c, ; (nYm)-~~(Yni)), 
,=l,,odd i=l,lWen 
it suffices to show that both summands tend to zero in probability. The techniques 
for handling the two summands are the same, therefore we only show how to deal 
with the first piece. For convenience, write 0, for the set of odd numbers in 
{ 1,2, . . . , k,,}. Notice that the 5,‘s that contribute to T( Y,,,) are at least r, time units 
apart from those that contribute to T( Yn,), i E 6’,,\(l). Thus for t E R, 
I (. gexp :,z T(Yni) If, > -8exp zT(Y,,,) Eexp g C ( it > Cc, itO,,\ r(yni)> I 
by equation (I’) of Volkonskii and Rozonov (1959), where i denotes the imaginary 
unit. Proceeding as such successively and using the triangle inequality, we get 
I ( 8 exp ‘t cZiz,., T(yni))-igm gexP($T(Ki))I 
s 16&k,+ 1)) . ,&(m; ~1 
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which tends to zero by (a). This implies that in showing that Citn,, (T( Y,,,) - 
8T( Y,,,)) +‘O, we can assume without loss of generality that T( Y,;), i E CT,,, are 
i.i.d., which we do from now on. Write T’( Y,,) = T( Y,,i)l(l T( Y,,)( c cz), 1 G i G k,. 
For each E > 0, 
P c,” 1 (T( Y,,)- 8T’( Y,,)) > & 
[ I ice,, I 1 
GP[T(Y,i)#T’(Y,i) forsome iEon] 
l tP c,” 
[ I 
c (T'(Y,,)- ~T'(Yni)) > E 
itO,, I 1 
~~(k,+1)(P[~T(Y,,,)~>c~]+s~*c,*W-’*(Y,,)). (2.1) 
It follows from (b) and (c) that the right-hand side of (2.1) tends to zero and hence 
c,” c (T( Y,,) - zu’( Y,,)) 5 0. 
I c a,, 
The result follows readily from (b). 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let a be a constant in (4, 11. Supposefor the sequences { rn}, {v,} and {c,}, 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(d) 
(e) 
7hen 
kPn(rn; v,)+O, 
O<lim@f%PIY~,>O]Slimsupk”PIY,,>O]<~, 
n n-c(, c, 
~alT(Y.,)I1(IT(Y,,)I>c,)-O, 
~aT*(Y~,)l(lr(Y~,)l~c::)-o, 
lim sup !5 [8X( Yn,)l <co. 
n-co c, 
where TT,, and 4, are de$ned by (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. 
Proof. Write I,, = I( Yni > 0), 1 s i G k,. First observe that 
lim A Z?Z’,, = lim cLp2a > P[ Y,, > 0] = 0 
n+m c’, n-m n 
since (Y > 1 and (b) holds. Thus it is clear from Theorem 2.1 that 
c,” ; (&- %I,,) 5 0, 
i=l 
(2.2) 
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which by (b), implies that c,’ CF:, Ini is b ounded away from zero in probability. It 
follows from (a), (c), (d) and Theorem 2.1 that 
c,” ; (T(Y,,)-8T(Y,,))SO. (2.3) 
i=, 
Simple calculations show that 
et-” j_, 7%)(7;,(j) - n,(j)) 
Since c,’ x:1, Zni is bounded away from zero in probability, the first term on the 
right-hand-side goes to zero by (2.3). The second term goes to zero similarly by (b), 
(e), (2.2), and the fact that c,’ CF:, I,,, is bounded away from zero. This accomplishes 
the proof. 0 
One might have difficulty verifying the conditions in Theorem 2.2 if the marginal 
distribution of (6) is not available. However, in some situations the conditions 
(a)-(e) there can be verified through indirect means. See Example 4.4. A problem 
of a different nature is that if the marginal distribution of (5,) is unknown, the 
threshold v, in the statistic is also unknown and has to be estimated from the data. 
We now consider the consistency problem in that setting. 
Assume in the remaining part of this section that 
P[[,>x]/P[~,~x]-+l as x+x0, (2.4) 
where x0 is the right end point of the support 5,. Also assume that c, = o(n). By 
Theorem 1.7.13 of Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen (1983), there exists a sequence 
{v’,“} for which 
P[5J>u~‘]-cnr/n as n+oo. (2.5) 
Write 
Y’,:’ = Y,,( 0:‘). (2.6) 
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Theorem 2.3. Let { vv’} be defined by (2.5) and Tbe a nondecreasing or nonincreasing 
function on the set of positive integers. Suppose for each T > 0, 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(4 
(e) 
m 
tz lim sup S (8T( Y’n;““‘) - 8T( Y$‘)l = 0, 
n-cc c, 
” iTY',;'Z(Y',;> c,)+O, 
n 
$qY’,;))zI(Y~~~c,)+o, 
n 
~~lT(Y~‘)lZ(lT(Y~:l)l>c.)~O, 
n 
$IT2(Y’,;‘)Z(IT(Y~‘)lq)+0. 
n 
Then for each r > 0, 
c,’ f (T( 92’) - %T( Y$‘)) 5 0, 
i=l 
where 
jxq = 
Ill ? Z(5, > Ml,,,,“,). 
j=(i-l)r,+l 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that T is nondecreasing. Write 
A, = {v(,l+‘) < it4,,,,,m, G v’n’-‘I}. 
On A,,, clearly 
T( Y’,:-“) G T( ?s’) < T( Y$+E)) 
since T is nondecreasing. Thus for 6 > 0, 
kn 
C (T(?:‘)- %‘T(Y:‘)) > 6 
i=l I 1 
2 (T(Y’,:-“I)-%T(Y’,:‘)) >6 
i=l I 1 
; (T(Yz+“‘)-8T(Y$‘)) >6 . 
i=l I I 
(2.7) 
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We now show that these three terms on the right all tend to zero. By (a), (c), (d) 
and Theorem 2.1, 
C,’ ; (I$‘- %I$‘) 5 0. 
i=l 
But, since 
we also have 
c,’ ; yjl:) 5 q-. 
i=l 
Now the assumption k,r,, - n implies that 
c,’ ; I([,> V’,“) 5 7. 
,=I 
Thus, 
P(A’,) = P[M,,,7c,,,> ZING’) or <zI(,~+~)] 
+O as n-+W. 
By (b), we can choose B small so that 
k,c,‘l 8T( Y:;) - ‘FST( Y)lr,+F))I ~$8 
for all large n. Thus as n + co, 
p 1 > (T( Y’,:“‘)_ 8T( YE’)) > s 
[ I C* ,=I I 1 
SP - 
[ I 
l ; (T(Y’,:“’ 
G i=, 
)-wT(Y:*r)))I >$] 
which tends to zero since, by (a), (e), (f) and Theorem 2.1, 
; ,g (T( Y’,:‘) - 8T( YZ’)) 5 0. 
1 
This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.4. In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 2.3, suppose for each T > 0, 
(g) liF_&f $ P[ Y’,;’ > 0] > 0, 
n 
(h) lim sup S [8T( Y'n;')l < 03. 
n+m c, 
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Then for all T> 0, 
z T(j)( 5?:)(j) - rn( j; 0:‘)) 5 0, 
j=* 
where 
(2.8) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can write 
f T(j)(7;‘,“(j) - r,(j; o’,“)) 
,=I 
=b ,’ ; 
-1 
I(F”,:‘>O) 
> 
c,’ $ (T(F",:')-8T(Yp)) 
i=l i=l 
By Theorem 2.3, 
c,’ ; (T( FZ’) - 8T( Y’,:‘)) 5 0. 
i=L 
Also it is readily checked that the conditions required for the convergence 
c,’ ; (I(?;'>o)-%T(Y',:'>o)):o 
i=l 
are satisfied. Thus, it remains to verify that (k,,/ c,)l %Z( Yr,))l is bounded away from 
03 and (k,/c,)81( Y’,i’ > 0) is bounded away from 0, which follow from (h) and (g) 
respectively. 0 
The assumption of T being monotone in Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 is a very 
weak restriction. The two results are clearly true for T equal to any finite linear 
combination of monotone functions, and therefore applicable to estimating prob- 
abilities, the mean, the variance, etc. Also note that the convergence rates in Theorem 
2.3 and Corollary 2.4 are in general slower than those in Theorem 2.1 and 2.2, which 
may be thought of as the tradeoff of not knowing the levels {v,} precisely. 
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3. Strong consistency 
In this section we consider some situations where one might have strong consistency 
in estimating 1 To,, using 1 T( j)$,(j). The required conditions are in general 
more stringent than those in Section 2. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose X, , X,, . . . , X,, are bounded random variables with ranges 
contained in, say {1,2, . . . , b} for some$nite b, such that for some /3 > 0, 
Ip[xi =j, (Xi+, . . . , X) e El - P[X, =jlP[(X+,, . . . , X,) E EII s P 
forall l~i~s-l,l~j~b,andEE~‘~‘, whereGB’isthek-foldproductu-jieldof 
the range of X,. Then 
IP[(X, >. . ., X,)E El-P[(g ,,..., T+ E]Isb(s-l)P 
foreach EECW whereg,,..., i2, are independent random variables such that T?, has 
the same distribution as Xi. 
Proof. Assume for convenience that the random quantities 2,) gz, . . . , %, 
(X, , . . . , X,) are mutually independent. Let i E (1, . . . , s - 2). Clearly, 
P[(%, . . , g,, Xi+, , . . . , X) E El 
= c P[(2 I,..., 2,)=(x I,..., x,)] 
x I..... X,+, 
x f’[X+, =xi+,r (X+2,. . . , X,)E -5 I,..., x,+,1 
where E E 93’ and E, ,,._, _~,+, := {(x,+*, . . ,x,): (x,, . . . , x,) E E}. Since 
P[(~,,...,~,+,,Xi+r,...,Xs)EEl 
= 1 P[(k I,..., rz,)=(x I,..., x,)] 
1, .. . . . x,+, 
x nx+, = xilP[(X+,, . . . > X)E Ex I,..., , +,I, 
we have 
k’[(%, . . . , % X+, , . . . , Xx) E El - f’[(k, . . . , k+, , X+r, . . . , X) E WI 
s c P[(Z ,,..., rz,)=(x I)..., x,)] 
x, ,.... X,+, 
xIP[Xz+,=xi+,, (Xi+Z,..., X~)E Ex ,,.._, x,+,1 
- P[X+, = xt+,lP[(X+z, . . . , K) E &~,...,x,+,lI 
sp C P[(g ,,..., rz,)=(x ,,..., xJ]=b& 
XI .. . . . x,+, 
The results follow from this and using the triangle inequality (s - 1) times. 0 
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Theorem 3.2. Let CY > i be a constant and {v,} be a sequence of constants. Write 
k Var U Y,,,) 
b, = max IW)l, a,= cab . 
1 s, =s r,, n n 
(3.1) 
Suppose the following hold for {r,,}, {v,} and {c,}. 
(a) Cz=, b,k,A(r,; v,) <a, 
(b) There exists an eO> 0 such that for all p > 0, 
niZ, exp( -p$ (ai’Z(a .>~~)+Z(a,<s,)) <co. 
n > 
Then 
c,* g (T(Y,,)-m-(Yn,))a~ 0. 
i=l 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that 
c,” c (T(Yn,)-8T(Yn,))a~ 0 
tic,, 
where 0’,, = the set of odd integers in { 1,2, . . . , k,}. By Lemma 3.1, for A > 0, 
.b 
n=l 
[cT.l,~,,~(r(Y~,)-iir(Y”i))l ,A] 
G f 2b,(m, -l)A(m; v,)+ IF P c;” n=l n=, [ I 
m>, x (X-~x7;) >:h r=, II 
where m, = #(a,), and the Xni are i.i.d. random variables having the same marginals 
as the T( Yni). The first term on the right is finite by (a). To study the second term 
on the right, we can without loss of generality replace m, by k, to keep notation 
simple. By an inequality due to Hoeffding (1963), 
(3.2) 
where f(x) = (1 +x) log( 1-t l/x) - 1, x > 0. It is easy to see that f(x) is decreasing 
and xf (x) is increasing in x. Therefore for E > 0, 
iq!f(x) =f(E), $ xf(x) = Ef(&), 
and hence 
for all E > 0. Consequently for any E 10, 
c”h a, n 
f(-) b, A 
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Taking E = Q/A, we get 
129 
where p(A) = hf(~,Jh)(&~ v 1). Combining this and (3.2), we get 
oc‘ 
zp[H 
cfla ; (X,,i-EXn,) 3A 
n=, ,=I I 1 
‘x $2 1 exp 
n=l ( 
a 
-p(A)C”(a,‘z(a 
6, 
nBE(J+z(a,<&,)) coo 
> 
by (b). Therefore the theorem follows from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. II 
Corollary 3.3. The conclusion of the theorem holds if (b) is replaced by 
(b’) lim sup a, < ~0 and f exp(-pcz/b,)<oo forallp>O. 
n-m n=, 
Proof. The proof is trivial, since 
for any A > sup,, a,. 0 
Theorem 
I&>, 
3.4. Let CY E (4, l] be a constant. Suppose for the sequences {r”}, {v,} and 
(4 ? hA&%(r,; v,) <a, 
n=, 
@) O<lim~f~PIY,,>O]~limsupk”PIY.,>O]<~, 
n-e c, 
(cl 
(d) 
C;p 
lim sup ~ b ~(T2(Y,1)l Y,,>Oo)<a, 
n+a7 ” 
z exp(-pcz/b,,)<m for allp>O, 
*=I 
where b, is de$ned by (3.1). Then 
CA-” f T(j)(7;,(j)-rn(j))aG 0. 
j=l 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2, provided we can show 
c,” ; (T( Y,,,) - %T( Y,,)) 5 0 and c,” 2 (I,,- SZ,,i) “G 0 
,=I ,=I 
where Z,,, = Z( Y,,i > 0). By Corollary 3.3, these clearly follow, respectively, from 
lim sup 
k, Var 77 Ynl) 
n-3c c:b, 
k, 
I - <r 
4 lim sup ; P[ Y,, > 0] lim Sup 
n-K n 
+ %(Yz,,l Y,,>O)<a 
n-u‘ n 
and 
k, kn 
l-a 
lim sup y Var I,, S lim sup - P[ Y,I > 01 lim sup c* -<co. 
11-s c, n-cc c, n-cc b, 
The rest of the proof is omitted. 0 
4. Estimating the extremal index 
The notion of the extremal index was briefly mentioned in the introduction. We 
now define it rigorously. Assume that (2.4) holds so that for each T > 0, there exists 
a sequence of constants {u:‘} such that 
P[[, > u’n”] - r/n. 
The stationary sequence {l,} is said to have extremal index 0 is 
(4.1) 
P[M,Su’,“]+epH’ for all 7>0. (4.2) 
Two items here are worth noting. First the definition of the extremal index does 
not depend on the particular choice of {u’,“} sequence satisfying (4.1); i.e., if (4.2) 
holds for some sequence {u’,“} satisfying (4.1), it holds for all sequences satisfying 
(4.1). Next note that 0 must be in [0, l] since the inequality 
holds for all 7 > 0. Indeed all values in [0, l] are possible for 19. However, the case 
0 = 0 is of minor importance in practice, and in the following we shall be mostly 
concerned with the situation where 13 E (0, 11. A detailed exposition of the notion 
of the extremal index is given by Leadbetter (1983). 
We consider the problem of estimating the extremal index in this section. We 
first apply the results in Section 2 and Section 3 to this special case, and then obtain 
the asymptotic distributions of the estimators. 
As in the latter part of Section 2 let c, + cc and c, = o(n), and define {u’,“} by 
(2.5). The first result is a basic lemma. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose c,/ k, + 0 (in addition to (1.2)), that {t,} has an extremal index 
0, and that there exists a sequence 1, = o( r,,) such that (k,l c,)p, (I,,; v’,“) + 0 for some 
7>0. Then 
k 
lim ” P[M > vCT’] = 07. 
n-a c, r,, n 
Proof. It follows from arguments similar to those in Lemma 2.3 in Hsing et al. 
(1988) that 
P[M,!X,,,,,,,,, s V?I (1’1 - ,V%[ h/l,,, < v’n7’] + 0. 
Thus the lemma follows from 
p[qk,,/C,J, s VP? (T)] - PIM[,ICV,, < v(n7)] + 0, 
P[M,,,,,,G ur’l- P[y,,,,,,~ ~i’l:c,,,l+ 0,
which are easily proved. 0 
Lemma 4.1 shows that if v’,” and c, are related by (2.5), then the order of 
magnitude of the expected number of blocks having exceedances of v’,” is c,. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose c,/ k, + 0, that {[,} has an extremal index 8 E (0, 11, and that 
the following conditions hold for some T > 0, 
(1) k,(c,‘p,(l,; v’,“)+P,,(r,,; v’,“))+O for some 1, =o(r,,), 
(2) : ~Y!:,‘I(Y’,;‘>c,)+o, 
(3) 
Then i,, +’ 8 where 
If the above (l), (2) and (3) hold for all r > 0, then g,, +’ 0 for all T> 0, where 
Here vc’, Y’,:‘, p”,:‘, &,(j; v(n7)) and 7;:) are defined, respectively, by (2.5), (2.6), 
(2.7), (1.4) and (2.8). 
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Proof. To show that 6,, +’ 8, it suffices to show 
and 
z u’,“)) J+ 0. 
j=l 
We first show (4.3). By Lemma 4.1, 
hi > P[ Y’,;’ > O] = hir $ P[M,,, > u’n”] = 07. 
” n 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Thus 
= lim r,P[[, > Ur’] 
/( ) 
F = o-1, 
n-m n 
proving (4.3). To show (4.4), we let (Y = 1 and T(j) =jI(jz l), and verify the 
conditions (a)-(e) in Theorem 2.2. Clearly (a) follows from (l), and (b) from 
equation (4.5). (c) and (d) follow from (2) and (3) respectively, and (e) holds since 
This proves (4.4) and hence the first claim of the theorem. Next we show that 
8, +’ 0, assuming that (l)-(3) hold for all T > 0. With (4.3), we only need to show 
jE, j(G?‘(j) - mn(j; u?‘)) 5 0 
for every r> 0. To do this we verify the conditions (a)-(h) in Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.4 for (Y = 1 and T(j) = jZ( j 2 1). However, all except the condition (b) 
there have been already verified in the previous part of the proof. By (2.5), 
= lim lim k,r, (P[ (I > UJIT+F)] - P[t, > II?‘]) = 0, 
r-0 n-m c, 
showing the condition (b) of Theorem 2.3 and completing the proof. 0 
We can also state the following almost sure convergence result which follows 
easily from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.1. 
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Theorem 4.3. Suppose { $,} has extremal index 8 E (0, 
following hold for some T > 0. 
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11, that c,/ k, + 0, and that the 
(4 f nPn( r,,; u’,“) <cc and vy’) + 0 for some Z, = o(m), 
n=, 
(b) nc, exp(-pc,/r,)tW for allp>O. 
Then $m -+a-s. e, wh ere 6,, is as in Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.4 by letting (Y = 1, v, = UC’, and T(j) = jI(j a 1). Since 
k,r, - n, and in view of (4.3) and (4.5), clearly it is enough to show the condition 
(c) of Theorem 3.4. This is straightforward since 
lim sup 8(( Y’,‘,‘)‘I Y’,;‘> 0)/r, G lim sup g( Y’,;‘I Yjl7,, > 0) = e-1 < 00. 0 
n-m n-cc 
Theorem 4.2 illustrates Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4. However, it can be seen 
that Theorem 4.2 can be alternatively proved applying directly Theorem 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.3 to I?~ and i,,. The alternative approach has the added advantage of 
covering the case 0 = 0. A similar comment applies to Theorem 4.3. 
The following example shows how the assumptions in the above theorems can 
be checked if (5,) is m-dependent. 
Example 4.4. Suppose c,/ k, + 0 and (5,) is m-dependent. It can be shown that 
limsup+%(Y’.;‘)“<m, sal, r>o, (4.6) 
by the following argument. First (4.6) holds for s = 1 since 
Suppose (4.6) holds for all s = 1,2, . . . , so. 
rt, 
= c u’,;’ 
j=1 
c mE;(,) C’ So 
rsN(i) ) 
where I’,“=I (,$>v’,“) and N(j)=(j-m ,..., j+m]n{l,..., r,,). BY m-depen- 
dence 
5, 
G r,P[ 5, > v’,“]2”0[ (2m + l)‘O+ E( Yjl;,)sO]. 
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Then by (4.1) and the induction assumption 
and (4.6) follows from induction. Thus if {5,} is m-dependent, (l)-(3) of Theorem 
4.2 are readily verified for r,, and c, satisfying r,, + ~0, c, + 00, and c,/k, + 0; for 
example, by (4.6) and Schwarz inequality, 
showing (2) of Theorem 4.2. In the same m-dependent setting, (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 4.3 hold for r,, and c, satisfying r,, + ~0 and inf,(c,/(r,,n”)) > 0 for some 
6>0. 
Theorem 4.5. Let c,/k, + 0, v,, = II’,” and Y,,, = Y’,:’ for some r > 0. Assume that 
{.$,} has an extremal index 0 > 0, and that the following hold. 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
Then 
k&(1,,; v,)+O for some 1, =o(r,,), 
~‘8Y:,Z(Y:,>.5cfi)+0 foralla>O, 
5 8Yz,,+t& for some LT’ < 00. 
cl? 
_Y c,“2 ; (Y,,-8Y,,),c,"* ; (Z(Y,,>O)-8Z(Y,,>O)) ( i=l i=l ) 
5 Normal( (:), (‘Tr L)). 
where 3(X) denotes the law of X. 
Proof. We follow the style of proof used by Theorem 18.4.1 of Ibragimor and 
Linnik (1969). It is enough to show, by the Cramer-Wald device (cf. Billingsley, 
1968), that for any a, b E R, 
2 a~,“~; (Y,,,-%‘Y,,i)+bc,“2; (Z(Y,,,>O)-%Z(Y,,,>O) 
I=1 !=I > 
41; Normal(0, T(a2&r2+2ab+ b’0)). (4.7) 
Write 
IT,, ‘,a 
uni= C Z(.$, > v,) and Vni = Y,,, - U,,,, l<iGk,,. (4.8) 
j=(i-l)r,, 
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It is obvious that 
k>l % 
a i;, ( Y,; - 8Y,,) + b ,;, (I( Y,, > 0) - %I( Yfl, > 0)) 
+b ; (z(u,,i~o)-~z(u,,~o)) 
i=l 
+b $ c&,=0)-8f(Y,,>O, 
i=l 
We shall show the following (4.9)-(4.11) from which (4.7) follows: 
5 Normal(0, T( a2Ba2 + 2ub + b’o)), 
c,“2 ; (V,, - %w,,) 5 0, 
i=l 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
c,‘/2 ; (I(Y nr > 0, lJtii = 0) - 81( Yni > 0, U,, = 0)) 5 0. (4.11) 
,=I 
We first prove (4.9). Consider the quantity CF:, (au,, + bZ( U,,, > 0)). Notice that 
the ith summand is a function of indicator variables that are at least f,, time units 
apart from those indicator variables in any other summand. Therefore, repeatedly 
using (I’) of Volkonskii and Rozanov (1959) and the triangle inequality, we get for 
each t ELF!, 
I ( ‘FLY exp itc,“’ ; (aU,i+bz(U,,>O)) ,=I ) 
-ii, g exp(itcL’2(aU,i + bl( U,, > 0))) s 16k,P,(~,) 
which tends to 0 by assumption (a), where i is the imaginary unit. Hence we can 
proceed assuming that the summands are i.i.d. Since k,,c,*(8U,,,)‘+O, by the 
Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem we need to verify 
2 ~(uU,,+bZ(U,,>0))‘~~(u2B~*+2ub+b28), (4.12) 
and the Lindeberg Condition 
k”8(uU,,,+bZ(U,,i>O))2Z((uU,,,+bl(U,,i>0))2>~c,)+O forall E>O. 
C, 
(4.13) 
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(4.13) follows readily from assumption (b) of the theorem, and we only show (4.12). 
Since Y,, = C,~kCi-llr,,+, I(.$ > II,,) and Vni =CF:ir,,_l,+l Z(5, > u,), it follows that 
(4.14) 
By Schwarz inequality, 
=k”8Y2,,+k,~v2,,-2k,~Y~,v,,-t87(T2. 
c, c, c” 
Also, since k,,(r,, - I,,) - n, (4.8) and Lemma 4.1 implies that 
(4.15) 
k”kz(I/,,>O)=~P[U,,,>o]~8% (4.16) 
c, 
Further it is clear that 
k”liu,,,z(u,,,>o)=~w,,- k(rn -In) n5, > %I+ 7 (4.17) 
c, c” 
by definition (2.4). (4.15)-(4.17) imply (4.12) and hence (4.9). To show (4.10), again 
we can assume that Vni, 1 G i< k,, are i.i.d. and apply the Lindeberg Central Limit 
Theorem. But now (k,,/c,)%Vt, + 0 by (4.14), from which the Central Limit Theorem 
readily implies (4.10). Finally Theorem 2.1 implies (4.11) since 
:icI’(Y,i>o, U,i=o)=+[Y~i>o]-PIU~Z~o]) 
n 
which tends to 0 by (4.16). This concludes the proof. 0 
In Theorem 4.5 the reason for writing &v2 for the limit of k,c,‘g( Y’,;‘)’ is that 
in so doing we are in effect writing a2 for the limit of C,“=, j’r,(j; v’,l’), which does 
not depend on 7 in most known examples (cf. Example 4.7). 
The following result is a simple application of Theorem 4.5 and the continuous 
mapping theorem (cf. Billingsley, 1968). 
Corollary 4.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4, 
Z(fi(sn - 0,)) 11; Normal(0, 0(02a2- 1)/r) (4.18) 
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where 
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in,=; I(Y,,>O) ; Y,i,e,=P[Y”,>o]/8Y,,. 
i=l I i=l 
If; in addition, 
(4 
(e) 
then 
where 
s’,= 2 Y',, ; I(Y,,>O). 0 
i=, I i=, 
The asymptotic distribution of I?,, = (C,?=, jfi’,“(j))-’ is more difficult to obtain 
and is not considered here. 
Example 4.7. Let (2,) be i.i.d. with 
P[z>z]=z-yL(z), z>o, 
where y > 0 and L is a positive slowly varying function. Define the m-dependent 
moving average sequence 
where ai are positive constants. Then it is eassy to show the conditions (a)-(c) of 
Theorem 4.5 with (cf. Example 4.4 and Davis and Resnick, 1985) 
O=aTll I 
m 
and u2= C i’(a;,- a?,+,, 
i=l 
where a(,+,, = 0 and a(,), _ . . , a(,,,, are a,, . . . , a,,, arranged in descending order. 
The condition (e) can also be verified for proper choices of c, and k,. 
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Tables 1 and 2 are obtained by simulating {$,, 1 s j c 1000) a hundred times, where 
5, = 2, +2Zj+, and Zj’S are i.i.d. Cauchy. 
Table 1 contains the squared biases and Table 2 contains the variances of L?,, for 
r,, = 3,5, 10, 15 and p,, := P[(, > u,] = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99. The extremal index 
for this sequence is + (cf. Davis and Resnick, 1985). These results suggest that, 
generally speaking for this sequence, the bias of i,, increases with r,, but decreases 
?. 
with v,, and the variance of 0, increases with v, but decreases with r,,. One can 
easily see that the quality of the estimate depends heavily on the choice of the two 
parameters. The important statistical question of how to optimally choose these 
parameters need to be addressed. It can be observed from (4.18) that under the 
conditions of the corollary, it is plausible to approximate the mean squared error 
of g,, by 
,. 
(f3-B)2+eH(en %;-1) 
C,T . 
Thus, in principle, one can choose the ‘optimal’ c, and k, by finding the minimizer 
of this quantity. This problem hinges on how well the bias can be estimated. 
Preliminary studies by the author show that in order to effectively study the bias, 
it is necessary to model the local dependence structure. More research is required 
in that regard. Studying the bias is also necessary for the purpose of forming 
asymptotic confidence intervals of 0. 
While the present paper only studies estimators based on the empiric cluster 
distribution, some of the results can be used to consider certain variants of our 
estimators. See Leadbetter et al. (1989). Also it is important to combine the results 
in this paper with the estimation problems concerning the tail probabilities of the 
marginal of {t,}, to complete the picture of approximating the distribution of the 
Table 1 
r,, p,,: 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.99 
3 7.71 x 1om3 1.67 x 1O-3 4.30 x 1o-5 3.40 x 1om3 7.74 x 1om3 1.50 x lo-* 
S 5.96 x lo-* 3.30 x lomz 1.22 x 1om2 9.70 x 1ov 4.07 x 1om4 6.29 x 1O-3 
10 1.79 x 10-l 1.30 x IO_’ 7.31 x 1om2 2.20 x 1om2 3.53 x 1o-3 1.83 x 1om3 
1s 2.51 x 10-l 2.03 x 10-l 1.34x 10-l 5.10x 1o-2 1.28 x 1o-2 1.18x loml 
Table 2 
f-r, p,,: 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.99 
3 2.60 x 10m4 3.44 x 1om4 6.31 x 1O-4 1.04x 1om3 2.69 x lo-’ 1.21 x 1om2 
S 2.27 x 1O-4 4.06 x 10m4 6.10x 1O-4 1.37 x lo-’ 3.41 x 1om3 1.21 x 1om2 
10 1.11 x 1o-4 2.40 x 1O-4 4.19 x 1om4 1.12x 1om3 3.3s x 1om9 1.22 x 1om2 
IS 6.21 x 1O-5 1.4s x 1o-4 4.09 x 1om4 9.72 x 10m4 2.40 x 1O-3 1.34x lo-* 
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extreme order statistics of {t,}. In particular, we have found that there is a close 
connection between the topics in this paper and those in estimating the tail index, 
or regular variation index (cf. Davis and Resnick, 1984), of stationary observations 
(cf. Hsing, 1989). 
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